MAY 8, 2018

10 a.m.
Michael J. Coles College of Business

3 p.m.
College of Architecture and Construction Management
College of Computing and Software Engineering
Southern Polytechnic College of Engineering and Engineering Technology

7 p.m.
Graduate College
May 8, 2018
10 a.m.

W. Ken Harmon, Interim President
Presiding

PRELUDE
KSU School of Music Brass Ensemble
David Kehler, Conductor

The audience is requested to stand as the processional begins
and remain standing throughout the singing of the national anthem.

PROCESSIONAL
Ode to Joy
Ludwig van Beethoven
Bagpiper
Tom Crawford

Chief Faculty Marshal
Ana-Maria Croicu

NATIONAL ANTHEM
The Star-Spangled Banner
John Stafford Smith
Francis Scott Key, Lyrics
Claire Pappas
and Audience

TRUSTEE REPRESENTATIVE
James Christopher Pike

WELCOME
W. Ken Harmon, Interim President

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Sid Mookerji
Founder and Global CEO,
Silver Spirit Global LLC

PRESENTATION OF THE
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Linda Noble
Interim Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs
Michael J. Coles College of Business
Kathy Schwaig, Dean

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
W. Ken Harmon, Interim President
Ana Edwards, Interim Registrar
Merle S. King, Narrator

CHARGE TO THE GRADUATES
W. Ken Harmon, Interim President

ALMA MATER
Gaudeamus Igitur
Anonymous, 18th Century German Melody
Lyrics by Cynthia Parks ’82
Claire Pappas
and Audience

RECESSIONAL
Scotland the Brave
Tom Crawford, Bagpiper

POSTLUDE
KSU School of Music Brass Ensemble
David Kehler, Conductor

The audience is requested to stand and remain standing throughout the recessional.
Sid Mookerji is the Founder and Global CEO of Silver Spirit Global LLC, an organization focused on enabling U.S. startups through funding, mentorship and real estate initiatives. He is also co-founder of the Mookerji Foundation, which made a $1 million gift to the Georgia Tech Foundation in 2017 to promote retail tech startups. This has resulted in a retail tech startup initiative at the Advanced Technology Development Center (ATDC).

Prior to this, Mookerji co-founded and ran SPI, a tech services and products company for retailers worldwide. SPI was founded in 1994 to be “The Right Retail Partner” and grew to be a company with 3,000 employees in five continents servicing over 350 retail and CPG companies. Mookerji had an exit through a sale to Private Equity in September 2016.

SPI under Mookerji’s leadership has been recognized in the U.S. and overseas for its phenomenal growth and unique value proposition. SPI received the Indian government’s Excellence in IT Exports award multiple times and was recognized by U.S. based organizations: Inc 500 (fastest growing companies – U.S.), Atlanta Business Chronicle (Pacesetter Award), ACG (Georgia Fast40), Atlanta Business Magazine (Top Ten Fastest-Growing Companies) and USPAACC (fastest growing in U.S. – Asian owned).

Mr. Mookerji is the recipient of an Honors degree in Electrical and Electronics Engineering from the Birla Institute of Technology and Science. He also completed the Modular Executive MBA program at Emory’s Goizueta Business School in 2004. While earning his degree, he received the Al Bows Outstanding MEMBA Award, the Decision and Information Analysis Award and was distinguished for scholastic accomplishments with the Most Outstanding Academic Achievement Award.

Apart from business pursuits, Mr. Mookerji supports philanthropies in the United States and India through the Mookerji Foundation, which promotes startups and also supports the basic needs, health and education of needy children worldwide. Mookerji is an Entrepreneur In Residence at Goizueta and also at Georgia Tech’s Advanced Technology Development Center. He is also on the Academic Governance Board of SDM-IMD, one of India’s premier business schools and a member of NASSCOM’s Regional Council for South India.
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CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

MICHAEL J. COLES
COLLEGE of BUSINESS

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION


Faqeer I. Abdullah
Finance
Kazeem Adewale Adamson
Accounting
Olorunfemi Aderibigbe
Management
Bayode Isaac Adeusi
Information Systems
Brandon A. Aladesuyi
Economics
Naif Alijohani
Information Systems
Taylor Nathaniel Allum
Information Security and Assurance
Edgar Fernando Alvarado Sanchez***
Accounting
Sammy Tijani Amor
Management
Scott Christopher Anglin
Management
Christopher Michael Annunzio
Marketing
Eric L. Arnold
Accounting
Kevin Manu Asirifi**
Finance
Lili Avalos
Marketing
Maria Bacce
Marketing
Tyler Marshall Bahner
Marketing
Benjamin Scott Bailey
Management
Stuart James Bailey II
Accounting
Scott Tyler Barnes
Accounting
Jonathan R. Barringer
Management
Yudith Bautista
Accounting
Scott Austin Beard***
Marketing

Emily Charlotte Bell***
Finance
Blake Alexander Bettis
Management
Alan Roy Biddiscombe
International Business
Klark Bietsch
Information Systems
Mikayla Renee Bird
Marketing
Benjamin Garrett Bishop**
Information Systems
Benjamin Garrett Bishop**
Management
Brendan Hall Bishop
Professional Sales
Ilian Bogdanov
International Business
Douglas Mitchell Bohn
Accounting
Chandler Evan Boling*
Finance
Alan Griffin Bone
Finance
Jordan Bowens
Information Systems
David E. Bower, III***
Accounting
Alexander Barnett Boyd
Accounting
Rashad Jamel Braddy
Management
Angela Branigan**
Accounting
Joseph Edwin Brannen
Professional Sales
Iva Stefanova Bratoeva
Information Systems
Landon Scott Brazinski
Professional Sales
Victoria Kay Brock***
Marketing
Whaldama O. Brooks**
Economics
Casey Alexander Brown***
Accounting
Kayleigh Ann Brown
Finance
Deshon Kendell Brown-Wilson
Management
Amanda L. Browne*
Management
Kevin Guyton Bruner
Management
Cory Shelton Bryant**
Finance
Matthew Todd Bryson
Finance
Adam Joseph Bucciarelli**
Accounting
Austin James Buege
Finance
Anna Mackenzie Burk***
Accounting
Haley R. Burklow**
Management
Colby Daniel Burns
Accounting
Lauren Nicole Burns
Accounting
Terria Byrdsong
Management
Gavin Shane Cagle
Marketing
Gayla Lynn Cagle*
Management
Kortney N. Campbell
Management
Lauren Hodges Campbell*
Management
Jonathan Taylor Cantrell
Accounting
Mario Philip Cardenas
Marketing
Jenna Elaine Carpenter
Management
Johnathon Robert Carpio
Marketing
Kellie Lin Carroll*
Professional Sales
John Dylan Carson**
Management
Stephanie Carvajalino
Professional Sales
Jamie Daniel Casillas*
Finance
Manuel Castellanos
Management
Erin Maria Cathey
Accounting
Gregory Winston Chafin
Marketing
Glenn B. Chamberlain***
Information Security and Assurance
Jeffrey Cameron Chambers
Accounting
Cody Matthew Chapman
Information Systems

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Seungjae Chi  
Management

Dakota Chance Christmas  
Management

Joseph Paxton Ciulla*  
Finance

Chandler Clark  
Information Systems

Megan Elizabeth Clark*  
Management

Eady Elizabeth Connally*  
Marketing

Angelica Simone Cook  
International Business

Brandy Simone Cooper  
International Business

Najee D. Corley  
Accounting

Georthon Correia do Carmo  
Marketing

Victoria Coulter*  
Finance

Alexandra Marie Crawford*  
Management

Bryce Thomas Cribbs  
Management

Barbara Ann Crider*  
Management

James Clinton Crowe  
Marketing

Karen Cruz  
Accounting

Luke Murphy Dabbs*  
Finance

Ahmad Mahmoud Dabdoub  
Information Systems

Jessica Alexandra Daniel  
Finance

Jacob Paul Darbonne  
Information Security and Assurance

Tourane Anil Das  
Information Systems

Kathryn Elizabeth Davis***  
Marketing

Kirk William Davis, Jr.*  
Information Security and Assurance

Zachary Parker Davis**  
Management

Alexis Kristina DeJuan*  
International Business

Cecilia Delgado  
Management

Kory Lane Densmore**  
Finance

Phillip Evan DeVoe  
Finance

Arin Ray Dhanani  
Finance

Sydney Danielle DiMilia**  
Finance

Kelly Ann Dodson***  
Information Security and Assurance

Paul Doig***  
Economics

Alexander Joseph Dolhon  
Management

Brooke Dollar  
Accounting

Kyle D. Duncan  
Management

Dalexandria Jeanette Durbin-Little  
Management

Peter David Easton  
Information Security and Assurance

Dwayne Eavenson***  
Management

Belinda J. Echols  
Management

Austin Dwayne Edwards*  
Finance

Walker Elias  
Management

Alexis Marie Emanuel  
Management

Sedona Allena Emigh  
Marketing

Albert Allen English  
Management

Kelsey Allison Epps  
Accounting

Carolina Ervolino  
Management

Nicholas Adam Estes  
Accounting

Daniel Owen Evans  
Professional Sales

J’Hara Iyesha Everett  
Information Systems

Andrea Margarite Ezell  
Marketing

Logan Ador Fairbanks  
Finance

Austin Favero  
Marketing

Melinah Sarah Felix  
Finance

Jarod Ray Fierbaugh  
Marketing

Joseph L. Fireborn  
Economics

Quinton Florence  
Management

Charles William Forman  
Marketing

Janelle Fountain  
Finance

Bryce E. Fox  
Information Security and Assurance

Maria Jose Franco-Roldan**  
Finance

Andrea Jonel Frasier  
Finance

Matthew Allan Frazer*  
Accounting

Samantha Lee Fromm**  
Marketing

Jennifer Garcia  
Accounting

Annalise Michelle Garrett*  
Marketing

Nathaniel Emery Garst*  
Information Security and Assurance

Devin Blake Gentry  
Marketing

Kaci Taylor Giles  
Marketing

Christopher Gingras  
International Business

Jamal Perry Glass*  
Accounting

Samuel James Gohacki  
Accounting

Jovi Samonte Gonyea  
Management

Rozzeto Gordon  
Finance

Thomas Austin Gore  
Accounting

Alisa Marie Goss  
Management

Valerie Nicole Gotthardt  
Accounting

Foster Compton Green  
Professional Sales

Krysta Jane Green**  
Management

Christian Andrew Groff  
Marketing

Dakota Lee Groves  
Finance

Nicolas Matteo Guagliardo*  
Finance

*CUM LAUDE  **MAGNA CUM LAUDE  ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ricardo Guerra
Information Security and Assurance
Laura Yazmin Guerrero***
International Business
Luke Manuel Guerrero
Management
Emel Emel Guevara
Marketing
Patrick Gwin
Accounting
Olive Bradley Hackett
Accounting
Shady Hadid
Accounting
Mathew Carter Haglund
Marketing
Morgan Matthew Hague
Information Security and Assurance
Kristen Haller
Accounting
Jesse B. G. Hamilton
Management
Kaylee Marye Hamilton*
Management
Christina Haralambus
Management
Ja’Quan Kyree Harper
Accounting
Jonathan Michael Harper
Finance
Sumyr Janea Harrell
Management
James A. Harris, IV*
Finance
Jordan Taylor Harris
Professional Sales
Mitchell Reade Hart*
Information Security and Assurance
Raymond D. Harty
Finance
Robert William Hasse
Marketing
Demario Jarrod Hassell
Information Security and Assurance
Donte Andrew Hayes
Management
Chad Nicholas Hazeltine
Information Security and Assurance
Patrick Sean Healy
Management
Emily Kay Heater
Finance
Andrew Hedden**
Finance
Rachel Annika Hedgepeth
Information Systems
Tyler Douglas Helm
Information Security and Assurance
John David Herman, IV
Marketing
JoAnn Hill
Finance
Stephen C. Himmelberg
Marketing
Madison Hoffmann
Marketing
Eli Hogan**
Finance
Stephen B. Holden
Information Systems
Keyonte Holomon
Information Security and Assurance
Ryan Joseph Horzepa
Accounting
Jacob Henry Hoss
Entrepreneurship
Ron Hossein*
Accounting
Christopher Howard*
Accounting
Rachel Anita Howard**
Accounting
William Henry Howard, Jr.***
Finance
Bofan Hu
Marketing
Shanika LaShawn Hurley
Accounting
Trevor Hyer*
Accounting
Asef Iqbal*
Information Systems
Nandi A. Irving
Finance
Israt Jahan
Finance
Christopher O. James, Jr.
Management
Someen Javed
Management
Carolina Jimenez
International Business
Eli Jimenez
Accounting
Cipriano Jimenez, Jr.
Management
Christopher Marcus Johnson***
Finance
Emma MariKelly Johnson*
Accounting
Jordan Christopher Jones
Information Security and Assurance
Summer Marie Jones*
Information Systems
Daniel E. Harrison Kampf
Finance
Jonathan Taylor Karlin*
Finance
Jeff Michael Karlsson*
Finance
Lillian Mae Kaufman*
Marketing
Jennifer Lynn Kelley
Accounting
Hunter Austin Kemp
Marketing
Quinita Darlene Kemp
Management
Kyle Richard Kennedy
Marketing
Kennedy Mwaura Kiarii
Management
Samuel Kibe
Management
Inyoung Kim***
Accounting
Jieun Kim**
Information Systems
Samuel Kirkland
Finance
Jeremy Scott Klubeck
Information Systems
Cameron Eugene Knaebel
Finance
Andrew Thomas Knuckles**
Management
Justin Thomas Knudstrup**
Accounting
Joel Kenzo Kojima
Marketing
Kyle Thomas Korzonowski
Information Systems
Stephane Kouaou Kouassi
International Business
Michael S. Ladd
Accounting

*CUM LAUDE  **MAGNA CUM LAUDE  ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Megan Lamm*  
Management  

Kyler Zane LeMaster*  
Finance  

Matthew Christopher Leahy  
Accounting  

Erik Robert Ledna  
Finance  

Jeanette Mi-Hyun Lee  
Management  

Timothy Warren Leffew, Jr.  
Information Security and Assurance  

Abel Leonardo  
Accounting  

Marissa Sarah Levine*  
Management  

Nejra Lilic  
Accounting  

Mark Vincent Livingston II  
Management  

John Miko Luna  
Management  

Sarah Lupien  
Marketing  

Tyler Patrick Lyons  
Management  

Jarod Lee Madden  
Economics  

Jana Maghribi**  
Information Systems  

Mackenzie Elizabeth Magid**  
Management  

Nicodemus Mahire  
Information Systems  

Michael Braddock Mahoney  
Information Security and Assurance  

Alexis Juliana Majerus*  
Marketing  

Alicia Noemy Mancia*  
Accounting  

Ljupka Mann  
Accounting  

Chantasia M. Manuel  
Information Systems  

Juan Andres Marroquin Diaz  
Management  

Dinassa Martial  
Management  

Kenneth Casey Martin  
Accounting  

Paola Bermudez Martinez  
Management  

David Williams Mason  
Management  

Kamisha Monique Mason**  
Management  

Michael Anthony Mateu  
Management  

Casiana Nchama Mba Maye  
Finance  

Joshua Mwenja Mbugua**  
Finance  

Sara Elizabeth McBride***  
Accounting  

Joy McDonald**  
Entrepreneurship  

Matthew A. McEntyre*  
Accounting  

Alexandria Harley McFall  
Marketing  

Alexandria Harley McFall  
Professional Sales  

Michael Ryan McGinnis  
Information Systems  

Chelsea Zoe McIlroy  
Finance  

Shea McInerney  
Marketing  

Andrew M. McNabb  
Management  

Emilie McNulty*  
Management  

Joseph Meadows**  
Entrepreneurship  

Davood Mehmandoost*  
Finance  

Bryan Stewart Menetre, Jr.*  
Finance  

Fredika Astrit Mercier  
Accounting  

Rheann David Merhi  
Finance  

Abigail Leah Merritt  
Marketing  

Jennifer Paige Merritt  
Marketing  

Chris Miller  
Finance  

Jeffrey D. Miller  
Finance  

Zachary Mitchler  
Finance  

Bethany Rachel Mize  
Accounting  

Gisell Montoya  
Accounting  

Alvin D. Moore, III  
Accounting  

Dustin Allen Moore  
Information Security and Assurance  

Asa Elijah Morgan  
Finance  

Jennifer Yvonne Morganfield  
Marketing  

Allison Christine Morian***  
Management  

Andrew Alan Motte*  
Economics  

Justine N. Moulton  
Accounting  

Justine N. Moulton  
Finance  

Bryson Britt MuDrow  
Finance  

Baiyina Attalah Muhammad  
Accounting  

Alexander Michael Murfin  
Professional Sales  

Andrew Kenneth Murfin  
Professional Sales  

Thao Thanh Dan Nguyen***  
Accounting  

Catanja Nichols  
Management  

Sharlande Nicolas*  
Management  

Joseph Bernard Noll  
Management  

Charles Ethan Norman**  
Accounting  

Robin Leroy Novelo  
Finance  

Diana Owiredua Nitiful*  
Information Systems  

Braxton Alexander O’Brien*  
Finance  

Kaitlin Siana O’Fallon  
Marketing  

Ivan Oceguera  
Information Systems  

Stacy Jean Oglesby**  
Marketing  

Chichi Okonkwo  
Marketing  

*CUM LAUDE  **MAGNA CUM LAUDE  ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
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Diaja Zhane Oliver
Accounting
Nicholas Wayne Oliver
Management
Kyle T. Orcutt
Finance
William David Orr
Marketing
Jason Gustavo Ortiz
Finance
Bethany Osif*
Finance
Sebastian Joel Osorio
Finance
Edward Malcolmson Overstreet II
Economics
Andre I. Page
Professional Sales
Mohammad Paracha
Finance
Darren Brent Parkinson**
Management
Dei’Jon Marquis Parks
Marketing
Bhumika Patel
Marketing
Dishang Patel
Marketing
Ryan Patrick Patel*
Marketing
Alejandro Valencia Patiño**
Management
Christopher Patterson*
Finance
Aaron Payne***
Information Security and Assurance
Richard Walden Payne, IV
Marketing
Emina Pelja**
Marketing
Catherine Malencia Peoples
Marketing
Guillermo Perez
Finance
Anita Lynette Person-Parker
Information Systems
Brian Chase Petersen
Economics
Clayton Wayne Pettyjohn
Marketing
Shaneka Iris Pickering
Finance
Brandi Pierre
Management
Andria Pino*
Finance
Evrile A. Poche
Management
Zachary Lewis Pope
Marketing
Ariana Caitlyn Przybyszewski*
International Business
Ignatius Marcel Psomas**
Accounting
Timothy Joseph Pulicare
Management
Payton Thomas Purvis
Marketing
Rasha A. Qawasmeh*
Accounting
Michael Christopher Rachiele
Finance
Jordan Holly Rankin
Finance
Brian Mitchell Rapp
Finance
Jessica Elaine Rasco
Accounting
Tiffanie A. Reyna
Marketing
Robert Stuart Reynolds
Finance
Shawn Edward Reynolds
Marketing
Autumn Hope Richardson
Marketing
Tory Antoinette Robinson
Marketing
Alex Robles
Finance
Austin Michael Rogers
Finance
Jordan Elizabeth Romans
Accounting
Ishamar Romero***
International Business
Devon Almon Rosser
Management
Daniel Rotenberg*
Marketing
Donald Patrick Roth
Professional Sales
Ashley Morgan Rovner
Management
Pranav Royyuru
Accounting
Nathan Ruhling*
Marketing
Solange Fernanda Ruiz
International Business
Joseph Paul Ruse***
Entrepreneurship
Joshua Tyler Rushing*
Accounting
Matthew W. Ryan II
Accounting
Nancy Salazar
Management
Edvard Gabriella Salvant
Management
Adil Sarwar
Accounting
Devin Jarell Saunders
Finance
Nicole Margaret Sbashnig
Accounting
Rachel Diana Schmidt
International Business
Samantha Nicole Schneider
Information Security and Assurance
Nathaniel Schwartz
Finance
Sydney Lauren Senesac
Marketing
Crystal Senesombath
Information Systems
Leslie Allison Shepard
Finance
Oluwashina Malvin Showale
Information Security and Assurance
Jeffrey Simon
Accounting
Ariam Sium
Entrepreneurship
Robert James Skinner II**
Economics
Austin Corey Smith**
Economics
Sandler Chase Smith
Management
Nancy M. Sodokpo
Accounting
Tiara Glennice Solomon
Marketing
Daniel J. Sommerfeldt
Accounting
Tasha Rene’ South
Marketing
Matthew Ryan Southern
Information Security and Assurance

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Thomas Ross Spears  
Accounting  
Evan C. Stanfield**  
Marketing  
Aaron Stargell*  
Management  
James Brock Stephens**  
International Business  
Craigory James Stringer  
Professional Sales  
Shaun Bradley Strong  
Information Security and Assurance  
Aaron Michael Struphar  
Information Systems  
Adam Robert Sufcak  
Marketing  
Danielle Brianna Summers  
Information Systems  
Sarah Nicole Sweeton  
Accounting  
Autum Nicole Swilley  
Accounting  
Kristen Danielle Tanguay  
Information Systems  
Hannah Rea Taninbaum  
Marketing  
Stephen Michael Teti  
Information Systems  
Christopher Anthony Thomas  
Information Security and Assurance  
David Christian Thomas*  
Finance  
Bailey Thompson*  
Marketing  
John Michael Vinson Thrash*  
Finance  
Beatrice Titus-Glover  
Economics  
Jason David Toache  
Management  
Edwin A. Torres  
Accounting  
Sierra Michon Tossie  
Marketing  
Vanchi Tran Trinh  
Accounting  
Humaira Tuly  
Management  
Mouna Vadlamudi  
Information Systems  
Michael D. Van Zanten*  
Finance  
Jennings Vara  
Professional Sales  
Jake Alexander Vazquez  
Marketing  
Jorge Vera*  
Finance  
Oliver Franchelo Villacorta-Padilla*  
Information Systems  
Hoa Van Vo  
Accounting  
John Hulsey Burnett Walker**  
Economics  
Khalid Trequis Wallace  
International Business  
Olivia Grace Warnack*  
Management  
Nikayla Antonia Wandelt***  
International Business  
Lydia Michelle Ward  
Professional Sales  
Tara Levetra Warthen  
Management  
Nicholas Andrew Watson*  
Accounting  
Lauren Nicole Webb  
Marketing  
Connor Matthew Webber**  
Accounting  
Emily Celeste Weeks  
Accounting  
Marcel Jordan Wehling-Hassoua*  
Marketing  
Matthew Weier  
Professional Sales  
Anthony Joseph Wendt  
Finance  
Seonbin Whang  
Marketing  
Elizabeth Ann White**  
Accounting  
Lexus Kayla White  
Marketing  
Shekela White  
Marketing  
William Herschel White, III  
Accounting  
Christopher Michael Wiggins  
Accounting  
Brentley Michael Williams  
Management  
Granham Michael Williams  
Finance  
Andrew Wade Wilmot  
Accounting  
Chris Wingate  
Marketing  
Mark Roland Winter  
Accounting  
Kelly Nichole Wise  
Accounting  
Adam Wozniak  
Accounting  
Andrew Michael Wynn**  
Information Security and Assurance  
Yang Yang  
Finance  
Maiyha Tahsin Yasir**  
Finance  
Selamawit Yirga  
Information Systems  
Mindaugas Zebrauskas**  
Finance  
Seriby V. Zinet**  
Finance

**HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0  
Graduate students only  

**HONORS GRADUATE - 3.9  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 3.8  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 3.7  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 3.6  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 3.5  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 3.4  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 3.3  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 3.2  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 3.1  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 3.0  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 2.9  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 2.8  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 2.7  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 2.6  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 2.5  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 2.4  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 2.3  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 2.2  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 2.1  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 2.0  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 1.9  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 1.8  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 1.7  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 1.6  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 1.5  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 1.4  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 1.3  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 1.2  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 1.1  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 1.0  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 0.9  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 0.8  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 0.7  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 0.6  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 0.5  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 0.4  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 0.3  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 0.2  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 0.1  
grade-point average or above  
**HONORS GRADUATE - 0.0  
grade-point average or above  

**HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0  
Graduate students only  

Honors Statement
Students announced as Honors Scholars have completed the requirements of Kennesaw State's university honors program and wear red and gold epaulets on their left shoulder to signify this extraordinary academic accomplishment.

Final Degree Audits
Degree completion and honor designations are contingent upon final degree audits. Because the names must be provided to the printer in final form several days prior to commencement, one or more candidates listed herein may have been unable to complete all requirements for the degree. Inability to remove a name at the last moment from the commencement program does not commit the university to grant the diploma to a person thus listed. Similarly, honor status as printed in this program was determined at the end of the previous semester. Final honor status will be noted on the diploma and on the official permanent record.

Note: This program is provided as a courtesy; it is by no means an official or complete record. Some names may not appear because of timing, production and editing processes, incomplete records or deadline/editing complications due to extensive lists of frequently changing names.

*CUM LAUDE  **MAGNA CUM LAUDE  ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
MAY 8, 2018  
3 p.m.
W. Ken Harmon, Interim President  
Presiding

PRELUDE  
KSU School of Music Brass Ensemble  
David Kehler, Conductor

The audience is requested to stand as the processional begins  
and remain standing throughout the singing of the national anthem.

PROCESSIONAL  
Ode to Joy  
Ludwig van Beethoven  
Bagpiper  
Tom Crawford  
Chief Faculty Marshal  
Ana-Maria Croicu

NATIONAL ANTHEM  
The Star-Spangled Banner  
John Stafford Smith  
Francis Scott Key, Lyrics  
Claire Pappas and Audience

TRUSTEE REPRESENTATIVE  
Julie B. Kimball

WELCOME  
W. Ken Harmon, Interim President

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS  
Mr. Greg Teague  
President, Croy Engineering

PRESENTATION OF THE  
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES  
Linda Noble  
Interim Provost and Vice President  
for Academic Affairs

College of Architecture and Construction Management  
Richard Cole, Dean
College of Computing and Software Engineering  
Jon Preston, Interim Dean
Southern Polytechnic College of Engineering and Engineering Technology  
Thomas R. Currin, Dean

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES  
W. Ken Harmon, Interim President  
Ana Edwards, Interim Registrar  
Merle S. King, Narrator

CHARGE TO THE GRADUATES  
W. Ken Harmon, Interim President

ALMA MATER  
Gaudeamus Igitur  
Anonymous, 18th Century German Melody  
Lyrics by Cynthia Parks ’82  
Claire Pappas and Audience

RECESSIONAL  
Scotland the Brave  
Tom Crawford, Bagpiper

POSTLUDE  
KSU School of Music Brass Ensemble  
David Kehler, Conductor

The audience is requested to stand and remain standing throughout the recessional.
Greg Teague is the president of Croy Engineering, an award-winning civil engineering firm based in Marietta, Ga., that serves the southeastern United States. He holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Civil Engineering Technology from Kennesaw State University. Raised in Ellijay, Ga., Greg was active in the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) and was co-captain of the 1996 steel bridge team.

Following his graduation, he worked as a consulting engineer before becoming the city engineer and public works director for the city of Marietta. In 2007, Greg joined Croy Engineering to focus on applying his engineering experience to numerous clients across the Southeast.

During his tenure at Croy, the firm has won numerous awards, including the National Transportation Project of the Year for Kennesaw’s own Skip Spann Connector. Greg was recognized as a KSU Outstanding Alumni, not only for his contributions to the engineering field but also for the difference he makes in our communities. Active in the Cobb Chamber, the American Council of Engineering Companies and numerous non-profits, Greg strives to apply the values he learned at KSU’s Marietta Campus in all of his endeavors. Greg is most proud of his beautiful wife, Sabrina, and his three daughters: Madison, a KSU sophomore; Sydney, a KSU freshman; and Georgia, a high school sophomore.
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE

KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE of ARCHITECTURE and CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR of ARCHITECTURE

Kier Kentrica Adams
Architecture
Christian Aguilar
Architecture
Rana Al Rawi
Architecture
Brandon Scott Arroyo*
Architecture
Wilfred Xavier Baez Padilla
Architecture
Alhussien A. Bah
Architecture
Jamison G. Barger
Architecture
Francesca Boakye
Architecture
Jamilah-Renae Bouges
Architecture
Kishan Dinesh Desai
Architecture
Alexander Bamidele Fashinasi
Architecture
Sandy Ferrier
Architecture
Erik Michael Graves
Architecture
Stephanie J. Griffith
Architecture
Camila Hellebuyck
Architecture
Antonio DeWayne Hinson
Architecture
Holden Zackery Holley
Architecture
Salvador Jimenez
Architecture
John Stuart Jones
Architecture
Briana Gabrielle Keith
Architecture
Jiwoong Lee
Architecture
Joel Lee
Architecture
Adam R. Leicht
Architecture
Dakota Allen Lewis
Architecture
Denique P. Lindsay
Architecture
Lee Dwight Martin
Architecture
Matthew Dakin McKim**
Architecture
Evan Andre Murray
Architecture
Michael William Myers
Architecture
Clayton D. Odom**
Architecture
Izuchukwu Ojukwu
Architecture
Holly Janice Pagel
Architecture
Jin Hyung Park
Architecture
Dhruvee Pravinkumar Patel**
Architecture
Jeremy Penja
Architecture
James Kim Popick
Architecture
Didier McQueen Porter
Architecture
Demetrius Rease
Architecture
Christopher Daniel Richardson*
Architecture
Alisalman Tajuddin Sajwani
Architecture
Farhaan Barkat Samnani
Architecture
Dian Tan
Architecture
Hailey Kenyetta Wilkins
Architecture
Roderick Jerome Williams
Architecture
Courtney Renee Wise
Architecture
Wenying Wu
Architecture
Anatoshia LaVonne Wyatt
Architecture
Zeyue Zhang
Architecture

Morgan Rose Bowles
Construction Management
William Brock
Construction Management
Christopher Michael Brown, Jr.
Construction Management
Ian Bruce Cabot
Construction Management
Brandon Doyle Casteel**
Construction Management
Nicholas James Daniellak
Construction Management
Ashton Theloneous Davis-Grimes
Construction Management
Tyler Patrick Dees
Construction Management
Andry Gilbert Dirksz
Construction Management
Joshua Caleb Faglior
Construction Management
William Taylor Flippen*
Construction Management
Andrew Stephen Harrell
Construction Management
Ziyad M. Hassan
Construction Management
Austin L. Hensley
Construction Management
Joel Hernandez
Construction Management
Chase Montgomery Howard
Construction Management
Christopher Kim
Construction Management
Keanan Jawaun Little*
Construction Management
Tony Mendoza*
Construction Management
Alberto Mizrahi*
Construction Management
Nicholas Vincent Monaco
Construction Management
Dylan Scott Murray*
Construction Management
James M. Ngigi
Construction Management
Michael K. Ryan
Construction Management
Andrew Joseph Sax
Construction Management
Angeto Monales Thomas
Construction Management
Clay Trocchio
Construction Management

BACHELOR of SCIENCE

MAJOR: Construction Management

Joshua Blake Bowles*
Construction Management
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE

KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Pieter van Rooyen*
Construction Management

Joshua Scott Vigneault
Construction Management

Danny Vinas
Construction Management

Colin Thomas Waldron
Construction Management

Preston Williams York*
Construction Management

COLLEGE of COMPUTING and SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

BACHELOR of APPLIED SCIENCE

MAJOR: Information Technology

Alexander Major Allison
Information Technology

Sherdon Brown
Information Technology

Valentin D. Garcia
Information Technology

Michael E. Hatcher*
Information Technology

Adam Lee
Information Technology

Michael Ange Olivier
Information Technology

Erick Omari
Information Technology

Ricky Hakeem Parks*
Information Technology

Nicholas Lee Pyles
Information Technology

Westley Tercel Roberson
Information Technology

Michael Jerome Roberts
Information Technology

Dania Sestan
Information Technology

Kevin Tillack
Information Technology

Hansel Paul Vasquez*
Information Technology

Radu M. Zodila**
Information Technology

BACHELOR of SCIENCE

MAJOR: Computer Science

Faisal Ahmed Abdulkadir
Computer Science

Dominic Ajagba
Computer Science

Oluwatosin Samuel Akinwusi
Computer Science

Phoenix Alexander-Wright**
Computer Science

Ahmad A. Alissa**
Computer Science

Alexia Demore’ Allaway
Computer Science

Ashley Archibald
Computer Science

Haley Amanda Bear
Computer Science

Veronica Esmeralda Benavides
Computer Science

Francesco Benjamin
Computer Science

Zachary Black*
Computer Science

Tate Alexander Boice*
Computer Science

Taylor Bounds
Computer Science

James Etheridge Brown
Computer Science

Kevin T. Burke
Computer Science

Alonzo Ismael Bustamente
Computer Science

Kyle S. Butterworth
Computer Science

Rogelio O. Castillo Pineda
Computer Science

Chen Chen**
Computer Science

Junyu Chen**
Computer Science

Tong Chen
Computer Science

Wei Chen*
Computer Science

Keang John Chong
Computer Science

Glenn Sydnei Church Quijano**
Computer Science

Dylan Jacob Clark
Computer Science

Alexander V. Cobb
Computer Science

Gaelen Joseph Compton
Computer Science

Chasse R. Cossairt
Computer Science

Jacob Crumbley
Computer Science

Robert Benjamin Davenport-Ray
Computer Science

Sourav Debath
Computer Science

Jadyn Quyhn Dao Ngoc Do
Computer Science

Ryan L. Drumm**
Computer Science

Kelly Nhu Duong
Computer Science

Rakeem Cedric Durand*
Computer Science

Benjamin Quinn Fitzgerald
Computer Science

Karl Kevin Tiba Fossoh
Computer Science

Marvin Thomas Fuller**
Computer Science

Zach Gastley
Computer Science

Richard Chase Godwin***
Computer Science

Vincent O. Adeyemi
Applied Computer Science

Benjamin Connor Armstrong
Applied Computer Science

Zachary Steven Baker
Applied Computer Science

Sarah Anne Hansberry
Applied Computer Science

Alexander Keeling
Applied Computer Science

Brandon Russell Kelley
Applied Computer Science

Nicholas Miller
Applied Computer Science

Devin Alexander Mitchell
Applied Computer Science

Onesmus Wagoki Murungaru
Applied Computer Science

Mark Petell
Applied Computer Science

Solomon C. Smith*
Applied Computer Science

Matthew Thomas Woolridge
Applied Computer Science

Sharon Xu
Applied Computer Science

BACHELOR of ARTS

MAJOR: Applied Computer Science

Vincent O. Adeyemi
Applied Computer Science

James Etheridge Brown
Computer Science

Kevin T. Burke
Computer Science

Alonzo Ismael Bustamente
Computer Science

Kyle S. Butterworth
Computer Science

Rogelio O. Castillo Pineda
Computer Science

Chen Chen**
Computer Science

Junyu Chen**
Computer Science

Tong Chen
Computer Science

Wei Chen*
Computer Science

Keang John Chong
Computer Science

Glenn Sydnei Church Quijano**
Computer Science

Dylan Jacob Clark
Computer Science

Alexia Demore’ Allaway
Computer Science

Ashley Archibald
Computer Science

Haley Amanda Bear
Computer Science

Veronica Esmeralda Benavides
Computer Science

Francesco Benjamin
Computer Science

Zachary Black*
Computer Science

Tate Alexander Boice*
Computer Science

Taylor Bounds
Computer Science

Richard Chase Godwin***
Computer Science

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Brandon Gonzalez**
Computer Science
Christopher Sean Hale
Computer Science
Bryan Hall**
Computer Science
D. Weyman Hall
Computer Science
Linden Wade Haynes***
Computer Science
Andrew Todd Hubeli
Computer Science
Jacquelyn Lorene Huggins
Computer Science
Matthew Dean Hull
Computer Science
Clayton Hunsinger**
Computer Science
Suat Iskender*
Computer Science
Manoj Manasseh Jaiwant
Computer Science
Usman Jamil
Computer Science
Mohamed Kabad
Computer Science
Aniruddh K. Kathiriya
Computer Science
Sean Wilson Kennedy
Computer Science
Nathaniel David Klein*
Computer Science
Srija Kukkadapu
Computer Science
Dylan Keefe Lawrence
Computer Science
Joshua Lee
Computer Science
Michael Ren-Chuang Lin
Computer Science
John Thomas Loutspeich
Computer Science
Khadijah Haddy Mahaley
Computer Science
Nicholas D. Main**
Computer Science
Jordan Clayton Mateen
Computer Science
Carrick Nathanael McClain
Computer Science
Brett Anderson McGee
Computer Science
Justen Thomas McLean
Computer Science
Estephanos Fantahun Mekbib
Computer Science
Richmond Mensah***
Computer Science
John Ngugi Mwaniki***
Computer Science
Christopher J. Nelson
Computer Science
Amanda M. Norris
Computer Science
Benjamin Lucas Nunnelley
Computer Science
Zachary Bowen Pate*
Computer Science
Dhruvkumar Patel
Computer Science
Shivani Patel
Computer Science
William Patrick
Computer Science
Kayden Pham
Computer Science
Albert Kasidate Phouangaphay**
Computer Science
Shainu V. Prakash
Computer Science
Duy Phuong Quach
Computer Science
Karim Rattani**
Computer Science
Jonathan Reagan
Computer Science
Sean Saffan***
Computer Science
Mehmet Utku Sahin**
Computer Science
Delia Maria Sanders**
Computer Science
Anthony Aloysious Schell
Computer Science
William Connor Simmons
Computer Science
Mathew Simon
Computer Science
Joshua Clifford Sisson
Computer Science
Jeremy Mathew Sloan
Computer Science
Sharmell Smith
Computer Science
Avery B. Snyder*
Computer Science
Jayson Swartz
Computer Science
Dante Taylor
Computer Science
Bryan Edward Thomas
Computer Science
Connor Paul Toale
Computer Science
Khai Tran**
Computer Science
Nelson Zange Tsaku
Computer Science
Payton Turnage*
Computer Science
Mitchell M. Vega
Computer Science
Justin Bryce Voorhees
Computer Science
Adi Vrskic
Computer Science
Andrew M. Walker*
Computer Science
Mitchel Ryan Weaver
Computer Science
Gregory Sebastian White II
Computer Science
Nicholas Scott Wilson
Computer Science
Tyler L. Wilson
Computer Science
Marc Tyler Wise
Computer Science
Michael Wong
Computer Science
Kathelyn Zelaya
Computer Science
William Lennart Zimmerman
Computer Science
Adam Connor Zolan
Computer Science
BACHELOR of SCIENCE in
COMPUTER GAME DESIGN
and DEVELOPMENT

Gavin Cole Barnes
Computer Game Design and
Development
Adam Nathan Butler
Computer Game Design and
Development
LaDarius A. DeShields
Computer Game Design and
Development
Eric M. Dillon
Computer Game Design and
Development
John Frederick Ellis
Computer Game Design and
Development

* CUM LAUDE ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bradley Kyle Engwer*  
Computer Game Design and Development

Robert Harmon Forbes  
Computer Game Design and Development

Alan Nicholas Horner  
Computer Game Design and Development

Jacob Elijah Jennings  
Computer Game Design and Development

Jacob Kent Jennings*  
Computer Game Design and Development

Ian Hunter Jones  
Computer Game Design and Development

Nadia Sumreen Khan  
Computer Game Design and Development

Henrique Muniz Lima*  
Computer Game Design and Development

Derek Alan Martin**  
Computer Game Design and Development

Justin D. McLendon  
Computer Game Design and Development

Anthony T. Onukwuli  
Computer Game Design and Development

Christopher Michael Regan  
Computer Game Design and Development

Brennan C. Sanford  
Computer Game Design and Development

Erik Alexander Sheffer*  
Computer Game Design and Development

Noble E. Amaka  
Information Technology

Kaeli Christina Ariail  
Information Technology

Arash Arzi**  
Information Technology

Doutimi Michael Azu  
Information Technology

Joshua Cornelius Barr  
Information Technology

Ivan B. Becton  
Information Technology

Chandler Joseph Bogolin***  
Information Technology

Sabrina Marie Buckholdt**  
Information Technology

Billy Joel Cabrera  
Information Technology

Gibea A. Caldwell  
Information Technology

Juan Fernando Castro  
Information Technology

Andrew Eric Chew  
Information Technology

Jonathan Chunlamany  
Information Technology

Christopher Davis  
Information Technology

Jasmyn Shree’ Davis-Cooper  
Information Technology

Christina Dietz  
Information Technology

Zackery Lewis Downing  
Information Technology

Morgan Breena Draine  
Information Technology

Vy Mai Duong*  
Information Technology

Vriel Bep Essome  
Information Technology

O’Neilia Kimberley Francis  
Information Technology

Adam Harris  
Information Technology

Jessica Ann Herr*  
Information Technology

Antonio Eduardo Jackson  
Information Technology

William Jackson  
Information Technology

Nicholas Patrick Kennelly  
Information Technology

Farhan Nasir Khan  
Information Technology

Alexander Lam**  
Information Technology

Adam Leibovitz  
Information Technology

Muhammad Ashad Mahmood  
Information Technology

Jack Cade Matthews**  
Information Technology

Peter Joseph Miles  
Information Technology

Ciara Alexius Morton  
Information Technology

Zivalus M. Nixon  
Information Technology

Adam Jerry Nobles*  
Information Technology

Jonathan Travis O’Bryan  
Information Technology

Ebelechukwup Ijeoma Orakpo  
Information Technology

Joseph Nathaniel Peacock  
Information Technology

Bradley Paul Phillips  
Information Technology

Priya Rathnam  
Information Technology

Isaura Romero  
Information Technology

Jack D. Savage*  
Information Technology

Pauline Sawadogo  
Information Technology

Joshua Adam Scott  
Information Technology

Codi A. Sordelet  
Information Technology

Tanner Wesley Steele  
Information Technology

Nusrat Sultana*  
Information Technology

Alexander Lam***  
Software Engineering

Abebe Kassa Adamu  
Software Engineering

Geovanni Amaizo  
Software Engineering

Zachary Owen Auzenne  
Software Engineering

Miguel Betancourt, Jr.***  
Software Engineering

Joseph Henry Blanco  
Software Engineering

Michael John Bowman  
Software Engineering

Zikomo Sean Bullock  
Software Engineering

Jessica Stacey Camilien  
Software Engineering

Justice D. Collier  
Software Engineering

* CUM LAUDE  ** MAGNA CUM LAUDE  *** SUMMA CUM LAUDE
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

CUM LAUDE          MAGNA CUM LAUDE          SUMMA CUM LAUDE
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Zachary R. Comstock
Software Engineering

Brian Scott Deguzis
Software Engineering

Francisco Javier Escalante
Software Engineering

Cameron William Fite***
Software Engineering

Malcolm Jamal Frank
Software Engineering

Jared Lee Gibson
Software Engineering

Daniel Chase Hanley
Software Engineering

Albert Willoughby Hill, III
Software Engineering

Nygel Patron Jones
Software Engineering

David Michael Klein*
Software Engineering

John Patrick Landsman
Software Engineering

Edward Jesus Matos
Software Engineering

Andre Maxwell, Jr.
Software Engineering

Brittany Lynne Meadows
Software Engineering

Macauley Ifeanyi Odinaka
Software Engineering

Andres Rodriguez
Software Engineering

Luis Felipe Rodriguez*
Software Engineering

Daryan Leslie Sankar
Software Engineering

Gavin Alexander Smith
Software Engineering

Roberto Torres
Software Engineering

Brett Warner
Software Engineering

SOUTHERN POLYTECHNIC
COLLEGE of ENGINEERING
and ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR of APPLIED SCIENCE

MAJORS: Manufacturing Operations, Supply Chain Logistics

Henry Philip Blankson
Supply Chain Logistics

Michael E. Chandler**
Manufacturing Operations

Kerrie Jeanine Ezelle
Manufacturing Operations

Robert Loren King***
Manufacturing Operations

Jesus Ochoa, Jr.*
Manufacturing Operations

Ibeth G. Ward**
Supply Chain Logistics

Joshua Welch***
Manufacturing Operations

Phelan Whitson, Jr.
Manufacturing Operations

BACHELOR of SCIENCE


Brian Ashley Adams
Mechatronics Engineering

Sebastiao Carlos Afonso
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Christopher Allan Baker
Electrical Engineering Technology

Jeremy Edward Banta
Mechatronics Engineering

Jeffrey Barkley
Civil Engineering Technology

Robert Bradley Barnett
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Cody Lee Barrett
Industrial Engineering Technology

Christian Andrew Benjamin
Industrial Engineering Technology

John Matthew Benton*
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Patrick Bethea
Civil Engineering Technology

Alexander Borders**
Computer Engineering Technology

Mackenzie Elizabeth Boston*
Mechatronics Engineering

Matthew Frank Braden
Computer Engineering Technology

Austin Lawrence Bragg
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Nyoka Brown
Industrial Engineering Technology

Shelby Paige Brown
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Andrew J. Butler
Surveying and Mapping

Nicholas Cardamuro
Computer Engineering Technology

Ruhan Choudury
Industrial Engineering Technology

Eric Joel Christian
Industrial Engineering Technology

Johnny Wayne Coohan, III
Mechatronics Engineering

Matthew Colburn***
Industrial Engineering Technology

Deonte Antonio Corprew
Industrial Engineering Technology

Andre J. Council
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Kevin Wayne Cromer***
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Alexander Charles Declama
Mechatronics Engineering

Mohamed Ali Diarra
Computer Engineering Technology

Johnson Thinh Dinh
Mechatronics Engineering

Joshua C. Douglass
Computer Engineering Technology

Foster S. Gorman
Computer Engineering Technology

Caesar Gonzales
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Allen L. Gordon
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Cordel Astia Gordon*
Industrial Engineering Technology

Foster S. Gorman
Computer Engineering Technology

Matthew Kyle Greco**
Computer Engineering Technology

Mitchell Griffin
Computer Engineering Technology

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kennesaw State University

Candidates for Graduation

Matthew L. Hall
Computer Engineering Technology

Travell Devonte Hawes
Computer Engineering Technology

Dustin Michael Higgins
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Curtis Raymond Hodgson
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Nathaniel Tarvin Holt, Jr.
Mechatronics Engineering

Ryan Howard
Computer Engineering Technology

Saei Bin Iqbal
Industrial Engineering Technology

Clancy Jembia
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Stephanus Jordaan
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Joshua Thomas Kampsen
Industrial Engineering Technology

Paye W. Kialain
Mechatronics Engineering

Emmanuel Kibet Kibor
Mechatronics Engineering

Nicolas Kipreos
Industrial Engineering Technology

Roger Ian Konlog
Electrical Engineering Technology

Charles Koranky
Electrical Engineering Technology

Oluwasegun A. Ladipo
Computer Engineering Technology

Jason Alexander Lance
Mechatronics Engineering

Matham Mustafa Latif Al-Saaty
Mechatronics Engineering

Nicky Lee
Computer Engineering Technology

Hector Saldana Lemus*
Mechatronics Engineering

Daniel Clark Lewis
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Patrick Lipham
Mechatronics Engineering

James Asche Little
Mechatronics Engineering

Willie James Little, III
Industrial Engineering Technology

Charles Anthony Lopez***
Computer Engineering Technology

Duncan Macrae
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Eric Jason Fajardo Maralit
Computer Engineering Technology

Austin K. Mason
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Edward H. Mason, IV***
Computer Engineering Technology

Edward H. Mason, IV***
Electrical Engineering Technology

Rosler A. Mason, Jr.
Computer Engineering Technology

Bradford T. McClendon**
Industrial Engineering Technology

James Woodward McLean
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Steve Christian Medie Nebouet
Electrical Engineering Technology

Sheldon Anthony Meeks
Industrial Engineering Technology

Eric Alan Middlebrooks
Industrial Engineering Technology

David Adrie Miller
Computer Engineering Technology

Jeremy Ellis Milton
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Gary Mitchell, Jr.
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Robert Alan Mix
Robert Alan Mix

Mique Ming Moua
Industrial Engineering Technology

Kevin Mukam
Electrical Engineering Technology

Emmanuel Itunuayo Oguntuyo*
Computer Engineering Technology

Omar N摄像
Electrical Engineering Technology

Federico Parra De Nova*
Electrical Engineering Technology

Edward Abraham Paz**
Electrical Engineering Technology

Kendall J. Phillips**
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Joshua D. Powell
Industrial Engineering Technology

Maria Paula Quintero*
Industrial Engineering Technology

Demetria E. Rawlins
Environmental Engineering

Iki A Unutu* Richardson**
Industrial Engineering Technology

Solving

Cynthia E. Riofrio
Mechatronics Engineering

Ishmael Patricke Rogers
Mechatronics Engineering

Raul Rojas*
Computer Engineering Technology

Brandon Almaras Santos**
Computer Engineering Technology

Randall Jarod Sellers
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Radu Stefan Serban
Industrial Engineering Technology

Sarah Catherine Sideler
Industrial Engineering Technology

Jerame Monroe Slocum
Computer Engineering Technology

Joshua Jamieson Sebastian Slough
Computer Engineering Technology

Jaimison L. Smith
Mechatronics Engineering

Robert Cassidy Stanton
Industrial Engineering Technology

Morgan E. Starbuck
Surveying and Mapping

Freeman Ulrich Talla Wouoto
Electrical Engineering Technology

Junior Ben Tamo
Electrical Engineering Technology

Angella Marie Thomas
Mechatronics Engineering

Herman Tienda
Computer Engineering Technology

Jordan Amari Turner
Industrial Engineering Technology

Sarah Helena Tyrlick
Industrial Engineering Technology

Joel van Quick
Industrial Engineering Technology

Asia Tinnique VanHeyningen**
Industrial Engineering Technology

Jacob Cory Walker
Mechatronics Engineering

Joshua Kyle Wauters
Civil Engineering Technology

Christopher Michael Webb
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Leanna Heather Wildes
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Mary Amber Williams
Mechanical Engineering Technology

Tyler Kirk Wood
Industrial Engineering Technology

Brandon S. Wooten
Mechatronics Engineering

Peifeng Ye*
Mechatronics Engineering

*CUM LAUDE *MAGNA CUM LAUDE ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kennesaw State University

Candidates for Graduation

Narong Kim Yi
Computer Engineering Technology
Anthony Zaino
Industrial Engineering Technology
Alejandra Zambrano
Industrial Engineering Technology

BACHELOR of SCIENCE in
CIVIL ENGINEERING

Clement Edet Asuquo
Civil Engineering
Robert Baumann
Civil Engineering
Douglas Marshall Bodenhamer
Civil Engineering
Michael William Brown
Civil Engineering
Rachel Angela Zacarias Carreon
Civil Engineering
Kevin S. Curtis II
Civil Engineering
Wayne Alexander DeLong
Civil Engineering
Amelia E. Dunbar
Civil Engineering
Chloe I. Enix
Civil Engineering
Benjamin Robert Estes
Civil Engineering
Jesus Jonathan Estrada, Jr.
Civil Engineering
Taylor James Gallimore
Civil Engineering
Dakota Louis Goodman
Civil Engineering
Matthew Worlin Gray
Civil Engineering
Faheem Haskins
Civil Engineering
Allan Uriel Hernandez
Civil Engineering
Maria Jarda
Civil Engineering
Jarrell Edward Mufasa Joseph
Civil Engineering
Tshitsi Mfwamba Kalombo
Civil Engineering
Aaron Joseph Ladina
Civil Engineering
Matthew R. Lemley
Civil Engineering
Victor Martinez Martinez
Civil Engineering
Alex Monroe McCart
Civil Engineering
Kisan Patel
Civil Engineering
Susie Thi Pham
Civil Engineering
Jamaal Lamar Ragland
Civil Engineering
Joosetti K. Rodriguez Aillon
Civil Engineering
Rafael Romero
Civil Engineering
Billy Williams Rushema
Civil Engineering
Mohammad Sabouri
Civil Engineering
Yernarde Semexan
Civil Engineering
Morgan E. Starbuck
Civil Engineering
Brandon Matthew Thomas
Civil Engineering
Avery Jackson Ward
Civil Engineering
Olivia Zoe Williams
Civil Engineering

BACHELOR of SCIENCE in
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING

Austin Harrison Crane
Construction Engineering
Adam Richard Gebelein
Construction Engineering
Jorge Mendez Hernandez
Construction Engineering

BACHELOR of SCIENCE in
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Abdul rashid Aalen
Electrical Engineering
Anteneh Mazengia Abebe
Electrical Engineering
Samir Adhikari
Electrical Engineering
Tokumbo Ajayi
Electrical Engineering
Ernest Aboagye Anim
Electrical Engineering
Santiago Arango
Electrical Engineering
Dominic Edet Asuquo

*Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude
Joseph Demond Brinkley, Jr.
Electrical Engineering
Justin Dean Caraway
Electrical Engineering
Bryan Anthony Chacon
Electrical Engineering
Tyler Casey Collins
Electrical Engineering
John Taylor Cox, Jr.
Electrical Engineering
David A. Daniilchuk
Electrical Engineering
Casey DuGan
Electrical Engineering
Kass Dontaye Forehand
Electrical Engineering
Maria Isabel Garcia
Electrical Engineering
Neil T. Grimsley
Electrical Engineering
Dustin Hamilton
Electrical Engineering
Demetrios J. Hartfield
Electrical Engineering
Ross Anthony Hash
Electrical Engineering
Kim Horta Hem
Electrical Engineering
Darby Christine Herold
Electrical Engineering
MaKayla Brooke Jacobs
Electrical Engineering
Nicholas Davis Jenkins
Electrical Engineering
Xueqi Ji
Electrical Engineering
Emmanuel DeWayne Jones
Electrical Engineering
Quirstan Johnathan Juleus
Electrical Engineering
GyungHwan Jung
Electrical Engineering
Jacob Kissick
Electrical Engineering
Blesen Jacob Kuruvilla
Electrical Engineering
Frederick L. Lambert
Electrical Engineering
Mikhail A. Leshchev
Electrical Engineering
Fang-Chen Lin
Electrical Engineering
Bryan Corey Love
Electrical Engineering
Mark Lupas
Electrical Engineering
Connor Jordan Maltsberger*
Electrical Engineering
Nathan Alexander Moon
Electrical Engineering
Jalen Ray Moore***
Electrical Engineering
Chriztiano Murray***
Electrical Engineering
Connor Jordan Maltsberger*
Electrical Engineering
Matthew Jacob Poe Nusbaum
Electrical Engineering
Eric Nyakwara Okonu
Electrical Engineering
Ayush H. Patel
Electrical Engineering
Louis Edward Patmore, III
Electrical Engineering
Jaehn Thao Nguyen
Electrical Engineering
Oliver Fain Ragan
Electrical Engineering
Logan Paul Rempe***
Electrical Engineering
Jorge Rosado
Electrical Engineering
Matthew Scott Solon
Electrical Engineering
Rachel Lillian Swinehart*
Electrical Engineering
Yohana Andebirhan Teklehaimanot
Electrical Engineering
William Howell Tibbitts
Electrical Engineering
Brandon Lee Townsend
Electrical Engineering
Milton Turner
Electrical Engineering
James R. Vaughn, III
Electrical Engineering
Lennard Angelo Villamin Vicente
Electrical Engineering
Christopher P. Wall
Electrical Engineering
Mason Timothy Warren
Electrical Engineering
Kama Monroe Weatherford
Electrical Engineering
Christopher Tountxir Yang
Electrical Engineering
Chixiang Zhang**
Electrical Engineering
BACHELOR of SCIENCE in
INDUSTRIAL and SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING
Samira Yousuf Abdi
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Esraa Ali Abdul Mahdi
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Vick Abwavo
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Shannon Keely Ard**
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Brody Franklin Cook***
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Parker Alexander Cook
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Trisha A. Donnelly-Nelson*
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Joel Scott Fillmon*
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Christopher Kent Gilbert
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Brandon Kyle Harris*
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Kyleia Sandrel Hutton*
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Mariantonia Hoyos Lopez**
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Stephanie Lee*
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Jake L. Massingill*
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Scott Michael*
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Dariosh Moein
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Biram Nicol
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Amirreza Samadabadi
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Victoria Ann Shonk***
Industrial and Systems Engineering
David Sirotinsky
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Hannah Marie Smith
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Marshall G. Turner
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Christopher Yeager*
Industrial and Systems Engineering
BACHELOR of SCIENCE in
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Shelly John Abraham
Mechanical Engineering
Jacob Daniel Altarkawi**
Mechanical Engineering
Hector J. Alvarez Santiago
Mechanical Engineering
Chikaodinaka Raphael Anukam
Mechanical Engineering
Jonathan Isaac Bentley
Mechanical Engineering
Elaine Vivian Bradley**
Mechanical Engineering
Alexander Bryant
Mechanical Engineering
Durante Carter
Mechanical Engineering
Jason Jungho Choo*
Mechanical Engineering
Patrick R. Colombo
Mechanical Engineering
Tyler Alan Coody
Mechanical Engineering
Jared K. DuBay*
Mechanical Engineering
Norbert Ferrell
Mechanical Engineering
Jordan Cornelius Fraser*
Mechanical Engineering
Cadeau Freeman
Mechanical Engineering
Nathan Scott Gibson
Mechanical Engineering
Nathan Ellison Gross
Mechanical Engineering
Peter Alton Hansen
Mechanical Engineering
Ivana Joseph Hayek***
Mechanical Engineering
Robert Duane Henker, III
Mechanical Engineering
Jordan Cecil Highsmith
Mechanical Engineering
Gary D’andre’ Hunt, Jr.
Mechanical Engineering
Liam Christopher Hutton*
Mechanical Engineering
Brenton James*
Mechanical Engineering
Jett Michael Jeffery

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Mechanical Engineering

Joshua Alexander Johnson
Mechanical Engineering
James Evan Johnston
Mechanical Engineering
Matthew John Kliwer**
Mechanical Engineering
Phillip Michael LaPlante***
Mechanical Engineering
Darian Layberger
Mechanical Engineering
Beau Mitchell Martin***
Mechanical Engineering
Nicholas Urbani Masciadri*
Mechanical Engineering
Candice May
Mechanical Engineering
Patrick Okanus McCart
Mechanical Engineering
Marcus Tylor McGuff
Mechanical Engineering
Morgan Dinaye McLaughlin
Mechanical Engineering
Kelfi Joel Morales
Mechanical Engineering
Brandon Cameron Morgan**
Mechanical Engineering
Chad Wesley Murphy
Mechanical Engineering
Jason Murphy
Mechanical Engineering
Danna G. Nelson*
Mechanical Engineering
Randy Anh Nguyen
Mechanical Engineering
Oscar Omar Ortiz-Arias
Mechanical Engineering
Marilyn Jo Pruitt
Mechanical Engineering
Anthony Michael Ratte
Mechanical Engineering
Juan Martin Restrepo
Mechanical Engineering
Daniela Rodriguez
Mechanical Engineering
Jorge E. Roman-Garcia
Mechanical Engineering
Christopher Douglas Roper*
Mechanical Engineering
Jonathan Christopher Rowe
Mechanical Engineering

Alvin Adrian Salguero**
Mechanical Engineering
Alain Joyz Sado Santos
Mechanical Engineering
Albert James Sheppard, III
Mechanical Engineering
Devin T. Snelson
Mechanical Engineering
Nicholas James Soave*
Mechanical Engineering
John Myles Spanoudakis
Mechanical Engineering
Christopher W. Stone
Mechanical Engineering
Solomon Demitrius Thomas
Mechanical Engineering
Chong Tian***
Mechanical Engineering
Adrian J. Valdivia Portilla
Mechanical Engineering
Kevin Van Der Horn
Mechanical Engineering
Elijah Nathaniel Wheeler
Mechanical Engineering
Michael Augustin Wheeler
Mechanical Engineering
Franklin Lee Woods
Mechanical Engineering
Saul Zavala
Mechanical Engineering

BACHELOR of SCIENCE in
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Hakem Mohammed Alazmi***
Telecommunications Engineering
Technology
Robert Ferguson
Telecommunications Engineering
Technology
TWO HUNDRED SIXTH COMMENCEMENT

MAY 8, 2018
7 p.m.
W. Ken Harmon, Interim President
Presiding

PRELUDE  KSU School of Music Brass Ensemble
          David Kehler, Conductor

The audience is requested to stand as the processional begins
and remain standing throughout the singing of the national anthem.

PROCESIONAL
Ode to Joy
Ludwig van Beethoven
Bagpiper  Tom Crawford
Chief Faculty Marshal   Ana-Maria Croicu

NATIONAL ANTHEM
The Star-Spangled Banner
John Stafford Smith
Francis Scott Key, Lyrics
Claire Pappas
and Audience

WELCOME  W. Ken Harmon, Interim President

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Ms. Alisha Thomas Cromartie
KSU Alum, former state legislator, educator

PRESENTATION OF THE CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Linda Noble
Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Graduate College  Mike Dishman, Dean

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES  W. Ken Harmon, Interim President
Ana Edwards, Interim Registrar
Merle S. King, Narrator

CHARGE TO THE GRADUATES  W. Ken Harmon, Interim President

ALMA MATER
Gaudeamus Igitur
Anonymous, 18th Century German Melody
Lyrics by Cynthia Parks ’82
Claire Pappas
and Audience

RECESSIONAL
Scotland the Brave
Tom Crawford, Bagpiper

POSTLUDE  KSU School of Music Brass Ensemble
          David Kehler, Conductor

The audience is requested to stand and remain standing throughout the recessional.
Alisha T. Cromartie (formerly Alisha T. Morgan), M.Ed., is Superintendent of Schools at Ivy Preparatory Academies, a network of all-girls public charter schools of excellence. She is recognized nationally as a trailblazing education leader and has proven to be the transformational leader that Ivy Preparatory Academies needed.

Prior to fearlessly leading Ivy Prep Academies, Cromartie made history at age 23, by becoming the first African American to serve in the Georgia legislature representing residents of one of Georgia’s largest counties, Cobb County. Cromartie was elected to six terms in the Georgia House of Representatives, where she served on the Education, Appropriations and Health & Human Services Committees. During her tenure in the legislature, Cromartie led some of the most pivotal education reforms in the state. She coauthored the state’s Teacher and Leader Evaluation System, and authored the state intra-district transfer law, allowing parents to choose the best public school within their district, regardless of zip code. She was also appointed by Former United States Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan to a bipartisan working group to address the need to reauthorize ESEA, as well as look at the nation’s need to raise its academic standards.

As a leader on the House Education Committee, Cromartie met the scholars of Ivy Prep Academy. She was inspired to champion the effort to create the State Charter Schools Commission, a state-level, independent charter school authorizing entity. During the highly intense debate, Cromartie’s floor speech entitled “The Little Girls in Green Jackets” highlighted the inspiration the scholars sparked in her to expand public school choice opportunities for children in Georgia. Cromartie was a key sponsor of the successful constitutional amendment in 2012 that now empowers thousands of students across Georgia to access more public charter schools, including Ivy Preparatory Academies.

An award-winning leader, Cromartie has been featured as a thought leader in several publications including The New York Times, The Washington Post, CSPAN, Georgia Trend, Marie Claire, Ebony and Essence magazines. Superintendent Cromartie is a graduate of Spelman College with a Bachelor’s degree in Sociology and Drama and holds a Master’s of Education in Educational Leadership from Kennesaw State University. Cromartie is also a current member of the 2017 Future Chiefs Cohort, a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., and an active board member of the Joseph & Evelyn Lowery Center for Human Rights Institute. She is the mother of a fifth-grade scholar of Ivy Prep and recently married to retired Cobb County firefighter Marcus Cromartie. She and her family reside in Cobb County.
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA

MICHAEL J. COLES
COLLEGE of BUSINESS

DOCTOR of BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Jerald L. Wallace
**Dissertation Title:** Sex May Sell but Gender Identity Predicts: An Investigation of College Students’ Propensity to Join Entrepreneurship Clubs

**Dissertation Chair:** Torsten Pieper, Ph.D.

Andrew Calley Smith
**Dissertation Title:** STEM Integration: Making Connections in Mathematics and Science by Teaching Logarithms Conceptually

**Dissertation Chair:** David Glassmeyer, Ph.D.

WELLSTAR COLLEGE of HEALTH and HUMAN SERVICES

DOCTOR of NURSING SCIENCE

Brenda Jean Brown
**Dissertation Title:** The Lived Experience of Afghan Women Refugees in Three Metropolitan Areas of the Southeastern US: A Phenomenological Study

**Dissertation Chair:** Mary de Chesnay, Ph.D.

LELAND and CLARICE C. BAGWELL COLLEGE of EDUCATION

DOCTOR of EDUCATION

Anna Elizabeth Hart
**Dissertation Title:** Exploring the Interpersonal Dynamics of a Supervisory Triad of Pre-Service Teacher Education: A Qualitative Meta-Synthesis

**Dissertation Chair:** Toni Strieker, Ph.D.

Nicole Powell Mitchell
**Dissertation Title:** Investigating the Lived Experiences of Teachers Implementing Response to Intervention in an Urban Elementary School Setting: A Qualitative Phenomenological Study

**Dissertation Chair:** Megan Adams, Ph.D.

Samy Saad Aziz Gerges
**Dissertation Title:** Non-Traditional Transitional Justice Mechanisms and Perceptions and Symptoms of Victimization Among Diasporic Individuals: Members of the Coptic Christian Diaspora in the United States as a Case Study

**Dissertation Chair:** Anne Richards, Ph.D.

COLLEGE of HUMANITIES and SOCIAL SCIENCES

DOCTOR of PHILOSOPHY

Autumn Cockrell-Abdullah
**Dissertation Title:** Art & Agency: Transforming Relationships of Power in Iraqi Kurdistan

**Dissertation Chair:** Debarati Sen, Ph.D.

LELAND and CLARICE C. BAGWELL COLLEGE of EDUCATION

SPECIALIST in EDUCATION

Samuel R. Baillie
Curriculum and Instruction

Katherine S. Burns
Curriculum and Instruction

Dana A. Bauries
Educational Leadership

Erin Rochelle Benson
Instructional Technology

Michelle Mospan Bentley
Instructional Technology

Elisabeth Anne Bevens
Curriculum and Instruction

Kenderrick M. Bonner
Curriculum and Instruction

Chenoa Deneshia Brown
Educational Leadership

Jovian Antwain Canty
Curriculum and Instruction

Jessica Chiddister
Instructional Technology

Stephanie Clower
Instructional Technology

Terry M. Daughtry
Educational Leadership

Casey Allen Dunn
Instructional Technology

Mirsa Dunn
Curriculum and Instruction

Mirsada Dzebo
Instructional Technology

Samantha Miller Fields
Curriculum and Instruction

Felisa Ford
Instructional Technology

James Durwood Groover
Educational Leadership

Brandi N. Haynes
Instructional Technology

Michelle Headad-Lewis
Curriculum and Instruction

Nicholas Heath Helfrick
Curriculum and Instruction

Heather Sellier Holman
Curriculum and Instruction

Tania Russell Howell
Curriculum and Instruction

Nicholas A. Hussain
Instructional Technology

Martavious Kendrell Johnson
Curriculum and Instruction

Chris Kahley
Educational Leadership

Safna Kalariparambil
Instructional Technology

Jessica Marie Kochanek
Middle Grades Education
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE

KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA

Courtney Mackey
Curriculum and Instruction
Dana Maghribi
Curriculum and Instruction
Tiffany Kristina Mahaffey
Educational Leadership
Angelia Mechelle Mathews+
Instructional Technology
Carla Elizabeth McCall
Curriculum and Instruction
Keisha Boyd McDuffie
Educational Leadership
Brett Corey Miller
Curriculum and Instruction
Sheryl Annmarie Moss+
Instructional Technology
Rebecca Nevetral+
Curriculum and Instruction
Amy Margaret Nix+
Curriculum and Instruction
Derron O’Connor
Educational Leadership
Danielle Sauve Oakley
Curriculum and Instruction
Karen Johnson Osterhoudt+
Educational Leadership
Catherine Anne Barco Paige+
Curriculum and Instruction
Chibukia Pete+
Curriculum and Instruction
Julie Lucinda Pinto
Curriculum and Instruction
William Ryan Ridgely
Curriculum and Instruction
Tynisa Nicole Robinson
Curriculum and Instruction
Zachary E. Schreer
Instructional Technology
Natassia Ana Seldon
Curriculum and Instruction
Nancy E. Simmons+
Instructional Technology
Ryan Smith+
Instructional Technology
Stephanie Artia Smith+
Educational Leadership
Tresa Snow
Educational Leadership
Holly Thomas+
Curriculum and Instruction
Vivian A. Thomas+
Instructional Technology
Karmarryo Twilley
Instructional Technology

Jennifer Vian+
Curriculum and Instruction
Eric Williams Williams
Instructional Technology
Jennifer L. Williams
Curriculum and Instruction
Alexa J. Wright+
Curriculum and Instruction
Jazlyn A. Wright+
Curriculum and Instruction

COLLEGE of
ARCHITECTURE and
CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT

MASTER of SCIENCE

MAJOR: Construction Management

Michael Edet Asuquo
Construction Management
Gunjan Garg+
Construction Management
Enes Kol+
Construction Management
Gregory Tremaine Norwood
Construction Management
Saeid Saheb+
Construction Management
Adaneq Gebremeskel Woldemichael+
Construction Management

MICHAEL J. COLES
COLLEGE of BUSINESS

MASTER of BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

Mustafa B. Abdulelah
Master of Business Administration
Shaham V. Abraham+
Master of Business Administration
Ryan Michael Adam+
Master of Business Administration
Sibtain Yaseen Akhawala
Master of Business Administration
Jim Aubrey Albrighton, Jr.+
Master of Business Administration
Samuel Lewis Anderson+
Master of Business Administration
Cristina Beras Aulet
Master of Business Administration

Amita Bajwa
Master of Business Administration
Medgina Beauvais
Master of Business Administration
Mary Bernice Bell+
Master of Business Administration
Saurabh Bhatia+
Master of Business Administration
Lily C. Bor
Master of Business Administration
Brian Bourdua
Master of Business Administration
Kyle Bricley
Master of Business Administration
Paulette D. Brown
Master of Business Administration
Aaron Benjamin Bruner+
Master of Business Administration
Eric A. Burke
Master of Business Administration
Amanda Lee Burton+
Master of Business Administration
Eric Maxwell Burton
Master of Business Administration
Thomas Daniel Butterworth
Master of Business Administration
Stefaney Davis Caro
Master of Business Administration
Scott Edward Chawgo+
Master of Business Administration
Kesone Clemendore
Master of Business Administration
Jamie Wuestneck Collins+
Master of Business Administration
Asia N. Comer+
Master of Business Administration
Joseph Richard Crock
Master of Business Administration
Dale Zachariah Crowell
Master of Business Administration
Nicholas Stephen Dascall
Master of Business Administration
Sherry Davidson+
Master of Business Administration
Melanie Christine De Gennaro
Master of Business Administration
Patrick Ashley Dixon
Master of Business Administration
David Andrew Dorfeld
Master of Business Administration
Nicholas Stephen Dascall
Master of Business Administration
Tricia Lanay Downtain
Master of Business Administration

+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA
Henry Drakeford
Master of Business Administration
Raychale LaDawn Dukeman
Master of Business Administration
Tanner D. Dupuis
Master of Business Administration
Alison Eming+er
Master of Business Administration
Juan Carlos Flores Diaz
Master of Business Administration
Kathleen Nicole Freeman
Master of Business Administration
Brian Eli Gardner
Master of Business Administration
Lauren Reeves Gillen+
Master of Business Administration
Derrick S. Glaze+
Master of Business Administration
Tiffany Marie Guthrie
Master of Business Administration
Michael Christopher Hallock
Master of Business Administration
Mary Catherine Hames
Master of Business Administration
Patrick Thearl Hardison
Master of Business Administration
Mercedez Ginneh Hart
Master of Business Administration
Kiera D. Hodge
Master of Business Administration
Shelby Rae Holsomback
Master of Business Administration
Chad Hoyle
Master of Business Administration
Lisa Marie Humphries-Sapp+
Master of Business Administration
David Ryan Hunter+
Master of Business Administration
Michael Francis Ingham
Master of Business Administration
Guy W. Ingram, III+
Master of Business Administration
Jacqueline Murlean Denise Irby
Master of Business Administration
Susie Kwon Isabel+
Master of Business Administration
Sherron Alexander Jackson
Master of Business Administration
Cassandra Dee Jacoby+
Master of Business Administration
Illea Vivian Johnson
Master of Business Administration
Michael Sean Johnson+
Master of Business Administration
Phillip Randolph Jones, Jr.
Master of Business Administration
Brian James Karness
Master of Business Administration
Barrett C. Karvis+
Master of Business Administration
Joel Rucker Kidd
Master of Business Administration
Christopher B. King+
Master of Business Administration
John Francis Kirby
Master of Business Administration
Judy Y. Ko+
Master of Business Administration
Tonya M. Lett
Master of Business Administration
Nathan Kimbrough Lewis
Master of Business Administration
Randi Nicole Lobstein
Master of Business Administration
Richard J. Loiselle
Master of Business Administration
Colby Aaron Luther
Master of Business Administration
Jason Alexander Lycos+
Master of Business Administration
Sulaiman Majroh+
Master of Business Administration
Terrance D. Malone
Master of Business Administration
Kyle Martin Marchman
Master of Business Administration
Christopher Marshall
Master of Business Administration
Andrea Martinez
Master of Business Administration
Raeann Mendoza
Master of Business Administration
Paul Michael Meyer
Master of Business Administration
Shirjeel Mirza
Master of Business Administration
Heidi M. Moleski
Master of Business Administration
Benjamin Arthur Moody
Master of Business Administration
Eric Francis Naugle
Master of Business Administration
Jacob Adam Otto
Master of Business Administration
Regina Dionne Page
Master of Business Administration
Amy Eainn Pak+
Master of Business Administration
Tammy L. Palmgren+
Master of Business Administration
Maria Jose Pastene
Master of Business Administration
Holly Phan+
Master of Business Administration
Myra Denise Phuong
Master of Business Administration
Roy Gene Pinnick, Jr.
Master of Business Administration
Elliot Jamal Pittman
Master of Business Administration
Fatemeh Autefeh Rahimi
Master of Business Administration
Yvonne Raynor
Master of Business Administration
Jon Patrick Reed
Master of Business Administration
Jesus Rene Rodriguez
Master of Business Administration
Juan E. Rosero
Master of Business Administration
Ernest Wayne Shaw
Master of Business Administration
Alyssa Kathleen Shepherd
Master of Business Administration
Corey Tevin Shields
Master of Business Administration
Victoria Michelle Singleton+
Master of Business Administration
Kimberly Sipes
Master of Business Administration
Jamaal James Stewart
Master of Business Administration
Sheron Debora Stokes
Master of Business Administration
Irina Sugarliev
Master of Business Administration
Alhaji Sumaila+
Master of Business Administration
Hanna Morgan Lyles Wallace
Master of Business Administration
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

CUM LAUDE          MAGNA CUM LAUDE          SUMMA CUM LAUDE
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+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA

Ronelle Rosemary Wallace
Master of Business Administration

Jay Watson
Master of Business Administration

Andrew John Werkheiser
Master of Business Administration

Chelsey Carolyn West
Master of Business Administration

KATARZYNA WICHROWSKA+
Master of Business Administration

Lisa Michelle Williams+
Master of Business Administration

Samuel Andrew Wilson
Master of Business Administration

Sarah Whitaker Wishon
Master of Business Administration

David Yi+
Master of Business Administration

Justin Zampedro+
Master of Business Administration

MASTER of SCIENCE in
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Garima Chaturvedi
Information Systems

Abishek Jain
Information Systems

Venkata Sai Jayanth Kamepalli
Information Systems

Mbeeninsia Nya Kialain
Information Systems

Aubrey Keith Williams II
Information Systems

COLLEGE of
COMPUTING and
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

MASTER of SCIENCE

MAJOR: Computer Science

Shade Dean Alabsa
Computer Science

Kaidi Chen
Computer Science

Aakanksha Gupta
Computer Science

Srivama Settisara Janney
Computer Science

David Jerkovic
Computer Science

Wenchan Jiang+
Computer Science

Olivier Noumbi Kammogne+
Computer Science

Michael Moore Krantzlein+
Computer Science

Jhu-Sin Luo+
Computer Science

Tejaswini Mallavarapu
Computer Science

Kyle Thomas Mayes
Computer Science

Sean McGlincy+
Computer Science

Nidhibahen Jayantibhai Patel
Computer Science

Naga Venkata Lakshmi Priyanka
Computer Science

Panganamamula
Computer Science

Markea Brianna Sheppard
Computer Science

MASTER of SCIENCE in
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Lea M. Academia
Information Technology

Omozoji Godwin Adodo
Information Technology

Safa Faysal Alshannag
Information Technology

Chris Adji Awualu
Information Technology

Hairul Emran Baharan
Information Technology

Suvash Bajracharya
Information Technology

Ayasha N. Berry
Information Technology

Guanne Bouquia+
Information Technology

Charles David Branman+
Information Technology

Denise Burnett
Information Technology

Nisha Rohin Desai+
Information Technology

Vibha Desai
Information Technology

Leonard Iacono
Information Technology

Adnan Iqbal
Information Technology

Sanjana Jami+
Information Technology

James Kollie
Information Technology

Muhammad Ali Pervaiz
Information Technology

Jarvitta Massey
Information Technology

Valeriy V. Mikhailov+
Information Technology

Marion J. Mitchell
Information Technology

Lamar Antonio Munoz+
Information Technology

Sukanya Pant+
Information Technology

Matthew Kenneth Peters+
Information Technology

Rajshree Agasti Phadol+
Information Technology

Donald Anthony Privitera+
Information Technology

Marvin Fernand Rigaud
Information Technology

Stephen Lee Roland
Information Technology

Jaya Bhagwan Sadhni+
Information Technology

Ahmed Shawqi+
Information Technology

Roy Center Sosby
Information Technology

Lafaye Antwanet Taylor
Information Technology

La’Keia Whitfield
Information Technology

MASTER of SCIENCE in
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Jennifer Cassan
Software Engineering

Duong Thai Ho
Software Engineering

Laura Johnson
Software Engineering

Albert Lee Maine
Software Engineering

Nakhun Patharakositkul
Software Engineering

Courtney Bortle Reid
Software Engineering

Charles Chang-Won So
Software Engineering

William C. Teel
Software Engineering

Eduardo M. Voloch
Software Engineering

+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA
Kennesaw State University

Candidates for Graduation

Master of Education

MAJORS: Instructional Technology, Educational Leadership, Secondary Education, Middles Grades Education, Special Education, English to Speakers of Other Languages, Reading

Courtney Danielle Ballantine+
   Middle Grades Education
Sharita R. Berry
   Instructional Technology
Yuka Takemoto Brannan+
   Instructional Technology
Elizabeth Brown+
   Instructional Technology
Matthew A. Bryson
   Instructional Technology
Liza Sage Burns+
   Special Education
Casey Dean Calvert+
   Educational Leadership
Hannah Lee Chastain
   Special Education
Carla Civita-Garcia+
   Instructional Technology
Angie L. Corn
   Instructional Technology
Pamela Jane Dasher
   Special Education
Haley Nicole Davis+
   Secondary Education
Haley Fangmann+
   Instructional Technology
Monica Sheada Farzad
   English to Speakers of Other Languages
Timea Szabone Fekete
   English to Speakers of Other Languages
Brittany Miller Fields
   Instructional Technology
Christina Michelle Finnegan+
   Special Education
Kristi Fites+
   English to Speakers of Other Languages
Brooke Danielle Franklin+
   Teacher Leadership
Amy Renee Freund+
   Reading
John Thomas Fricks+
   Instructional Technology
Christine Fuller+
   Middle Grades Education

Shannon Katheryn Greaves+
   Special Education
Morgan Lynn Green+
   Instructional Technology
Bryanne Nicole Guzman
   English to Speakers of Other Languages
Lindsay Michelle Hall
   Special Education
Sarah Alene Holloway+
   Instructional Technology
Valerie Anne Hyder+
   Instructional Technology
Saysha Simone Jackson
   Instructional Technology
Lindsay Marie Knox
   Instructional Technology
Patricia Lanzo
   Teacher Leadership
Karla LeBaron
   English to Speakers of Other Languages
Raina Lynnette Lewis+
   Instructional Technology
Diana Lorena Martinez
   English to Speakers of Other Languages
Jasmine Imani McBride
   Instructional Technology
Sarah D. Miller+
   Instructional Technology
Sherr Monique Morales+
   Educational Leadership
Carrie Christine Newman+
   Instructional Technology
Toyn I. Okurounmu
   Special Education
Whitley Anne Parker+
   Special Education
La Tonya Denise Patrick
   Reading
Laurie Paul
   Instructional Technology
Lois Ann Peraino+
   Secondary Education
Matthew Lee Petersen+
   Educational Leadership
Julia Erin Pringle
   Teacher Leadership
Corinne Joan Przedpelski+
   Educational Leadership
Lauren Puckett+
   Instructional Technology
Brooke Ashley Rose+
   Instructional Technology

+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA
Molly Elizabeth Scheifflee+  
Instructional Technology

Anthony David Scott  
Middle Grades Education

Rebekah Sexton  
Educational Leadership

Mariah Simone Simmons+  
Secondary Education

Lauren Michelle Stapleton  
Instructional Technology

Rachel Marie Storey+  
Instructional Technology

Katherine Townsend+  
Instructional Technology

Carla Maria Walker+  
Teacher Leadership

Victoria Marie Ware  
Reading

Ieshia Wilkerson+  
Instructional Technology

Kelly Nicole Wilson+  
Reading

Sidney Lanier Wilson, Jr.  
Middle Grades Education

Helaine Woods  
English to Speakers of Other Languages

Anabela Polastre Work+  
Instructional Technology

Cheryl Christine Hultbert  
Quality Assurance

Clark Franklin Hungerford  
Quality Assurance

Brandon Ty Huskins  
Quality Assurance

Achevi Mbaji Kuri  
Applied Engineering

Jan Marie Lee+  
Quality Assurance

Gabrielle Lewis  
Quality Assurance

Maryann Stephen  
Quality Assurance

Jill Marie Walthall+  
Quality Assurance

Fikru Gerare Yoseph  
Applied Engineering

MAster of SCIEnce in 
CIVIL ENGINEERING

Benjamin Rosario Diones  
Civil Engineering

Ahmed Sami Hassan  
Civil Engineering

Yunji Kim+  
Civil Engineering

Stephen Louis McDavid+  
Civil Engineering

Patrick Andrew Millican  
Civil Engineering

Fredrick G. Munene  
Civil Engineering

MAster of SCIEnce in 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Joshua Paul Bivens  
Systems Engineering

Thomas Gregory Brymer  
Systems Engineering

James Avery Byrd+  
Systems Engineering

Justin Earnest+  
Systems Engineering

Ali Hadi Fahad  
Systems Engineering

Abshir O. Jama  
Systems Engineering

Ebenzer Olwale Osunlalu  
Systems Engineering

Timothy B. Schreiber+  
Systems Engineering

Justin Jamal Taylor  
Systems Engineering

Zaheer M. Uddin  
Systems Engineering

Steve Clifton Workman+  
Systems Engineering

WELLSTAR COLLEGE of HEALTH and HUMAN SERVICES

MAJOR of SCIENCE

Matthew S. Baney  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

David Walter Boggs+  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

Rocile Alysia Cain  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

De’Casha Rah’Yon Chambers  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

James Barrett Cole  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

Troy Lawrence Darr  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

Michael S. DeBerardinis  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

Crystal O’Neill Durham+  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

Megan Rebekah Freeman  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

Wade Hofstetter+  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

Davetta Lackey  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

Ryan Andrew Meehan  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

Zachary Michael Mielnicki  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

Joshua McLean Peters  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

Brittney Nicole Reed  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

Brittney Kate Wheeler  
Applied Exercise and Health Science

Cassie Williamson  
Applied Exercise and Health Science
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION
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+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA

MASTER of SCIENCE in NURSING
Marsha Francis Darville
Leadership in Nursing
Schera Leigh Victor
Leadership in Nursing

MASTER of SOCIAL WORK
Elizabeth Snelgrove Arauz+
Master of Social Work
Cecily Austin Brown
Master of Social Work
Cassandra Lynn Cope+
Master of Social Work
Kayce Justine Courson
Master of Social Work
Tanima Cynthia Das
Master of Social Work
Emma H. Domby+
Master of Social Work
Kayla Marie Farabaugh+
Master of Social Work
Naomi Michelle Figley
Master of Social Work
Tairesha Shante Garrett+
Master of Social Work
Elizabeth Anne Genge
Master of Social Work
Angel Nicole Gilstrap+
Master of Social Work
Shannon Samantha Grossman+
Master of Social Work
Kendra Renee Harmon+
Master of Social Work
Rachel Anne Harris+
Master of Social Work
Ashlyn Kate Ingram+
Master of Social Work
Kiara Simone Knox
Master of Social Work
Michelle Samaritan McMahon+
Master of Social Work
Ginette Alexa Mellman
Master of Social Work
Fallon Blaze Miranda
Master of Social Work
Vernique Esther Ofili+
Master of Social Work
Katelyn Brooke Penn+
Master of Social Work
Kayla Grace Pope+
Master of Social Work
Ashley Lauren Prince
Master of Social Work
Rachel Danielle Pritchett+
Master of Social Work
Emelyn Michelle Ramirez-Galindez
Master of Social Work
Tammy L. Ridoutt
Master of Social Work
Tiffany Nicole Rockwell+
Master of Social Work
Brandon C. Scarbora
Master of Social Work
Michelle Sobel
Master of Social Work
Kendra Leigh Stautz+
Master of Social Work
Chase William Tarleton
Master of Social Work
Heather Lauren Westbrook
Master of Social Work
London Quanika Winston+
Master of Social Work
Britnee M. Young
Master of Social Work

COLLEGE of HUMANITIES and SOCIAL SCIENCES

MASTER of ARTS
MAJOR: American Studies
Sanazsadat Mousavi Ahmad Abadi
American Studies
Tamisha Nicole Askew
American Studies
Benjamin Rogers+
American Studies
Dora Lynne Tipton
American Studies

MASTER of ARTS in PROFESSIONAL WRITING
Allison Elaine Bennett+
Master of Arts in Professional Writing
Rachel Elizabeth Frank
Master of Arts in Professional Writing
Daniel Taylor Lumpkin+
Master of Arts in Professional Writing
Zola Matingu
Master of Arts in Professional Writing

MASTER of PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Luisa Maria Arroyo Carvajal
Master of Public Administration
Brittany Paige DeArmon
Master of Public Administration
Babacar Drame
Master of Public Administration
Kyle James David Fitts
Master of Public Administration
Kendra Fuentes
Master of Public Administration
Brian Eli Gardner
Master of Public Administration
Camille J. Hawkins
Master of Public Administration
Catelin Brook Kirkland
Master of Public Administration
Jacob Long
Master of Public Administration
Brittany E. Carruthers McCord+
Master of Public Administration
Charles Zachary Ponds
Master of Public Administration
Zelda Christina Ray
Master of Public Administration
Melanie Hart Schultz
Master of Public Administration
Juan Carlos Trejo
Master of Public Administration

MASTER of SCIENCE
MAJORS: International Policy Management, Criminal Justice
Jason Shaun Ford
International Policy Management
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

*CUM LAUDE          **MAGNA CUM LAUDE          ***SUMMA CUM LAUDE
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+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA

Honors Designations

*  Cum Laude - 3.5 grade-point average or above
**  Magna Cum Laude - 3.7 grade-point average or above
*** Summa Cum Laude - 3.9 grade-point average or above
+ HONORS GRADUATE - 4.0 GPA

Graduate students only

Honors Statement

Students announced as Honors Scholars have completed the requirements of Kennesaw State's university honors program and wear red and gold epaulets on their left shoulder to signify this extraordinary academic accomplishment.

Final Degree Audits

Degree completion and honor designations are contingent upon final degree audits. Because the names must be provided to the printer in final form several days prior to commencement, one or more candidates listed herein may have been unable to complete all requirements for the degree. Inability to remove a name at the last moment from the commencement program does not commit the university to grant the diploma to a person thus listed. Similarly, honor status as printed in this program was determined at the end of the previous semester. Final honor status will be noted on the diploma and on the official permanent record.

Note: This program is provided as a courtesy; it is by no means an official or complete record. Some names may not appear because of timing, production and editing processes, incomplete records or deadline/editing complications due to extensive lists of frequently changing names.

Beginning with spring commencement 2008, graduation ceremonies are individually numbered.
W. Ken Harmon
INTERIM PRESIDENT
Kennesaw State University

W. Ken Harmon began his term as Kennesaw State interim president on February 15, 2018, taking on his latest leadership role at the University.

Prior to his appointment, Harmon served as Kennesaw State’s provost and vice president for academic affairs since 2011. During that time, Harmon was instrumental in elevating Kennesaw State’s profile and stature through the development of new undergraduate and graduate degrees, establishment of community partnerships, and support of initiatives to strengthen key programs.

Harmon, a professor of accounting, came to KSU in 2006 to lead the University’s accounting program. He was promoted in 2009 to dean of Kennesaw State University’s Michael J. Coles College of Business, the second largest business school in Georgia.

Before joining Kennesaw State, Harmon was the dean of the Else School of Management at Millsaps College in Jackson, Miss., and chair of the accounting departments at the University of North Carolina at Wilmington, Middle Tennessee State University, and Arizona State University’s West Campus. He also served on the accounting faculties of the University of Missouri and Drexel University.

Harmon holds a doctorate in accounting with a minor in computer science from the University of Tennessee, where he also earned his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in accounting. He is a certified public accountant.

Harmon’s areas of expertise include accounting information systems, internal auditing, leadership development, strategic planning, and business education. He previously was a staff auditor with Price Waterhouse, was president of his own software company, and has served as a consultant to numerous companies and universities.

ABOUT KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY

Since its founding in 1963, Kennesaw State University has been known for its entrepreneurial spirit and sense of community. Kennesaw State is Georgia’s third-largest university, with more than 35,000 undergraduate and graduate students — nearly 5,200 residing on campus — representing 92 countries. Accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Kennesaw State offers more than 150 bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees.

A comprehensive university, Kennesaw State is dedicated to research, teaching and service and provides a unique blend of academic excellence, vibrant student life and world-class facilities. Kennesaw State has been recognized for its First-Year Experience program and as one of the most innovative universities in the region by U.S. News & World Report. The University’s nursing program is the largest in Georgia. Its nursing students are highly sought-after in the medical community and have some of the highest passing rates on the statewide licensing exam. The Bagwell College of Education is the second-largest producer of teachers in the state, and the Michael J. Coles College of Business boasts one of the top 50 part-time MBA programs in the country as ranked by U.S. News & World Report.

Since 2009, the University has awarded Global Engagement Certifications to graduate and undergraduate students as part of its commitment to expanding the global experience. Kennesaw State competes at the NCAA Division I level in the Atlantic Sun Conference. In 2015, the University’s first football team took the field, competing in the Football Championship Subdivision as an associate member of the Big South Conference.

As one of four comprehensive universities in Georgia, Kennesaw State is poised to become a world-class institution.
THE COMMENCEMENT

Rather than an ending, commencement — both the word and the ceremony — represents a beginning. It is appropriate that an occasion marking the beginning of a new phase of life should be conducted with pomp and circumstance, stateliness and tradition. The ceremony of commencement celebrated at colleges and universities throughout the world has its roots in the scholastic traditions of the Middle Ages. It is an ancient, dignified and highly symbolic ritual of conclusion and emergence, a rite of passage into a new life.

MARSHALS/BATONS

Faculty members from each college are chosen to serve as marshals and to assist with the ceremony. These marshals carry KSU batons — created for the inauguration of President Daniel S. Papp — as they lead the processional lines. Like the mace, the baton was originally a war club — though miniature in stature. The four batons, created by biology professor Bowman Davis, are hand-turned staff made out of walnut, featuring a hand-carved, stylized owl, complete with an ebony finish to reflect the styling of the mace. Gold and black tassels complete the batons.

THE DAI'S PARTY

The dais party is the last group in the procession to enter the hall. The group consists of the president, the provost and vice president for academic affairs, cabinet members, the registrar, deans of the colleges and invited honored guests, such as the commencement speaker and recipients of awards. When members of the dais party reach their seats, the processional ends. The chief faculty marshal declares the candidates for graduation to be assembled and the ceremony begins.

THE KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY MACE

The honor of leading the academic procession as chief faculty marshal is given to a distinguished Teacher of the Year. Faculty members from each college are chosen to serve as student and faculty marshals and to assist with the ceremony. The ceremonial staff carried by the chief faculty marshal of the academic procession is a symbol of the rich traditions of higher education. The practice of carrying a mace dates back to the Middle Ages, when the mace was designed to be used as a weapon. It was carried by a respected senior member of the community who was chosen to protect and guide the leaders as their group traveled through crowded streets. Kennesaw State takes special pride in its mace, which was designed by Patrick Taylor, former chairman of the Department of Visual Arts, and handcrafted on campus. The polished bronze handgrip is actually a stylized owl. In addition to being Kennesaw State’s mascot, it is the symbol of Athena, the Greek goddess of wisdom. The globe near the top of the mace represents graduates going out into the world. Topping the globe is the traditional symbol of higher education — a lamp of learning, with a flame representing the quest for knowledge. A large bronze medallion displaying the university seal is part of the globe and the festive ribbons streaming from the crown that cradles the globe represent the university colors.

THE CHAIN OF OFFICE

The president of the university wears a gold chain and medallion around his neck, denoting the status of president and the presiding authority over the ceremony. The medallion bears the official university seal. The Kennesaw State University seal is an adaptation of the state seal of Georgia with Kennesaw Mountain in the background. M. Thomson Salter III, professor emeritus of art and a charter member of the faculty, designed the seal.

GONFALONS

The third presidential inauguration at KSU ushered in many new changes, including the academic gonfalons. Banners suspended on a crossbar, gonfalons are another piece of medieval history that have been incorporated into academic tradition. The gonfalons reflect a timeless style, incorporate the university’s colors and represent all 13 colleges at Kennesaw State University.

ACADEMIC REGALIA

The caps and gowns worn at commencement connect contemporary graduates with scholarly tradition that dates back as long as universities have existed. Clerics, ecclesiastics and scholars wore hoods or caps and heavy gowns at European universities during the Middle Ages. Beginning in the middle of the 14th century, scholars at English universities wore an academic costume of “bunge-and sand-colored habits.” A costume for commencement has been a tradition since the beginning of higher education in America. In 1895, the Intercollegiate Bureau of Academic Costume was created and a standard code of academic dress for commencements was adopted. It calls for the existing cap and gown (the traditional bachelor’s gown with long, open, pointed sleeves) and the master’s gown (with its long sleeves hanging down from the elbow) to set apart the graduates. The doctoral gown has bell-shaped sleeves, with three velvet stripes on each sleeve.
DISCIPLINE COLORS

Agriculture: Maize
Art, Letters and Humanities: White
Business Administration: Drab
Chemistry: Red and Gold
Construction Management: Gold
Dentistry: Lilac
Economics: Copper
Education: Light Blue
Engineering: Orange
Fine Arts, Architecture: Brown
Forestry: Russet
Home Economics: Maroon
Journalism: Crimson
Law: Purple
Library Science: Lemon
Medicine: Green
Music: Pink
Nursing : Apricot
Oratory: Silver Gray
Pharmacy: Olive Green
Philosophy: Dark Blue
Physical Education: Sage Green
Public Administration: Peacock Blue
Public Health: Salmon Pink
Social Work: Citron
Theology or Divinity: Scarlet
Veterinary Science: Gray

HONOR SOCIETIES

During commencement, students who are members of honor societies at Kennesaw State University are eligible to wear the following approved designations of their respective society

Alpha Kappa Delta, Sociology–Teal Cords
Alpha Phi Sigma, Criminal Justice–Royal Blue and Yellow Cords
Alpha Rho Chi, Architecture–Sanguine and Azure Cords
Beta Alpha Psi, Accounting–Red Ribbon with Medallion
Beta Gamma Sigma, Business–Blue and Gold Cords
Blue Key National Honor Society, All Majors–Blue Cords
Delta Phi Alpha, German–Black, Red, and Gold Cords
Gamma Theta Upsilon, Chemistry–Blue and Pink Cords
Golden Key International Honor Society, All Majors–Gold Medallion with Blue and Gold Ribbons
Kappa Delta Pi, Mathematics Education–Green, Purple, and Gold Cords
Lambda Alpha, Anthropology–White stole
Lambda Pi Eta, Communication–Red and White Cords

National Society of Collegiate Scholars,
All Majors–Burgundy and Gold Cords
National Society for Dance Arts
Blue and White Cord; Gold Pin
National Society of Leadership and Success,
All Majors–Red and Black Cords
Nu Delta Alpha, Dance–Burgundy and Gold Cords
Omicron Delta Epsilon, Economics–Blue and Gold Cords
Order of Omega, All Majors–Gold and White Cords
Phi Alpha, Social Work–Gold Cords with Medallion
Phi Alpha Theta, History–Red and Blue Cords
Phi Beta Delta, International Scholars Society–Medallion with Red and Gold Ribbon
PhiEta Sigma, All Majors–Black and Gold Cords
Phi Kappa Phi, All Majors–Gold, White, Blue Medallion,
Royal-Blue Ribbon
Phi Lambda Upsilon, Chemistry–Blue and Pink Cords
Pi Delta Phi, French–Blue, White and Red Cords
Pi Kappa Lambda, Music–White and Gold Cords
Pi Mu Epsilon, Mathematics–Violet, Gold, and Lavender
Pi Sigma Alpha, Political Science–Red, Black, and White Cords
Psi Chi, Psychology–Blue and Gold Cords
Sigma Delta Pi, Spanish–Gold and Red Cords
Sigma Iota Rho, International Affairs–Purple and Gold Cords
Sigma Lambda Chi, Construction Management–Green and Gold Cords and Medallions
Sigma Tau Delta, English–Red and Black Cords
Sigma Theta Tau, Nursing–Orchid and White Cords
Tau Upsilon Alpha, Human Services–Gold Stole with
Royal Blue Lettering
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, Computer and Information
Disciplines–Maroon and White Cords

KSU ARMED FORCES VETERAN RECOGNITION

White and Gold Stole with Red & Blue Stripes
Air Force–Air Force Insignia
Army–Army Insignia
Coast Guard–Coast Guard Insignia
Marines Corp–Marines Corp Insignia
Navy–Navy Insignia

OTHER DEPARTMENT COLORS

Department of Athletics–Black Stole with gold trim and Lettering
Center for Young Adult Addiction and Recovery
–Purple Cord
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Gaudeamus Igitur
Anonymous, 18th Century German Melody
Lyrics by Cynthia Parks ’82

Kennesaw, dear Kennesaw,
Nestled in the Georgia pines,
What a special place you hold,
Treasured in this heart of mine.
For the candles you set burning,
Lighting paths of love of learning,
For the gifts you have given me,
Kennesaw, I will cherish thee.

Kennesaw, dear Kennesaw,
Fairest of the Southland’s fame,
Sons and daughters gathered here,
Stand to praise thy lovely name.
For the friendships that were made here,
For the dreams we dared to dream here,
Kennesaw, we will cherish thee,
Kennesaw, we will cherish thee.